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The ‘buck’ for organisational 
performance and wellbeing 
stops with the board



The board, therefore, needs  the 
equivalent of a remote control 
system

That is the purpose of the board’s

policy framework

Boards have full time 
accountability but are  
only ‘in session’ 
periodically



Another way of thinking 
about this – the 
direction setting and 
control system behind a 
driverless car



What is ‘policy’ in the governance context? 

An explicit and formal (codified) 
expression of the values and 

perspectives on which the board directs, 
controls and gives legitimacy to 

organisational action



The Board’s policies must…

▪ Actively embrace/encircle/guide everything that could happen in an 
organisation

▪ Be formally expressed, consolidated and easily accessible

▪ Convey the board’s expectations in a consistent and continuing 
manner

▪ Reinforce and operationalise the board’s primacy in the chain of 
command



▪ A set of ad hoc, disconnected and uncoordinated 
‘band-aids’ on organisational ‘scrapes’

▪ A compilation of prescriptive procedures

▪ A ‘convenient’ response to any challenge to the 
status quo or to what is expedient in the 
circumstances

Governance policy is NOT …



Board-made policy is typically expressed in a variety 
of unconnected forms. For example…

▪ ‘Board charter’

▪ Vision and values statement

▪ Statement of Intent 

▪ Strategic plan

▪ Delegation of authority

▪ Chief Executive performance agreement 

▪ Risk register

▪ Etc.



QUESTIONS



▪ Determining what is important

▪ Allocating decision making rights

▪ Setting organisational performance criteria

▪ Aligning the whole organisation

It’s policy that gives a board leverage by…



Traditionally, boards 
have operated by 
approving proposals 
brought to them by staff

The board’s criteria for approving 
are seldom explicit 

▪ Much staff effort is wasted

▪ Staff creativity and responsiveness is 
restricted

▪ Policy/project/programme 
evaluation is difficult

Plus:

▪ The act of approving often draws 
the board into operational trivia



Ad hoc board approval is problematic for other 
reasons as well…

▪ It diverts directors from deciding policies that would make 
specific approvals unnecessary

▪ It freezes the detail of the decision – requiring board 
agreement to a change

▪ It draws the board into detailed operational decision 
making



When board policies 
establish the criteria 
for approval of staff 
plans and proposals… 

▪ It is clear what is approvable, 
making ‘approval’ unnecessary!

▪ Individual board members can’t 
exercise undue influence on 
specific proposals

▪ Implementation monitoring has a 
clear reference point



A clear distinction between ‘ends’ and ‘means’ is a 
vital aspect of governance policy making

“Ends distinguish purpose from 
path, results from process, and 
where one is going from how 

one is going to get there.”      
(Carver and Oliver)



QUESTIONS
From the audience



For example,  when ‘the budget’ discussion is policy focused

▪ Traditional budget approval by the board (of ‘the 
numbers’) is problematic

▪ Boards should instead focus on setting a budget policy 
(‘budget design criteria’)

▪ Finance is a resource applied to deliver desired results 

▪ Board approval is of management compliance with the 
board’s budget policy

▪ Ongoing monitoring of the entity’s financial condition 
uses the same criteria

Board attention to the inherent power of policy 
making can be routine but also revolutionary



For example:

▪ Does the budget structure speak to the board’s governance interests?

▪ Does the proposed budget adequately assign resources to the board’s 
change agenda?

▪ Does it enable the organisation to meet its compliance commitments?

▪ Does the budget acknowledge the board’s risk appetite (e.g. cashflow 
risk, solvency, reserves, etc)

A proposed budget needs to demonstrate 
compliance with the board’s budget policy criteria



The board and policy: key points 

▪ The board’s policy making role is at the core of board effectiveness, efficiency  
and accountability

▪ Governance policy making is the process of operationalising the board’s role 
and its legal and constitutional responsibilities

▪ Having a policy starting point for board dialogue centres the board on its 
governance role

▪ Governance policy is the expression of what a board values in terms of the 
direction and control of the organisation

▪ Board policy making must precede management planning 
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